Camera-Mount LED Photography Light - CIE Ra 95 - 3200K to 5600K

PRODUCT ID: 2894
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DESCRIPTION

If you'd like to document your projects and builds in style, this is **Camera-Mount LED Photography Light** is a premier solution to all of your photo and video lighting needs! Pop in a Sony NP-F550 battery (which you can basically find anywhere) and then tune the LED Panel to your pleasing with color temperatures ranging from ~3200K (warm) to ~5600K (cool) and also adjustable brightness up to 11W.

Kit includes pan tilt shoe mount base! Camera battery is NOT included, you'll want an NP-F type battery. We love these lights and use them all the time for portable shoots.

**Features:**
- Pan tilt shoe mount base
- Color temperature knob
- Dimmer knob
- Battery balance indicators
- Button for testing battery balance

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.
LEARN

3D Printed Battery Adapter for Camera-Mount LED Panel
Covert your LED panel for camera batteries!

LED Barn Doors
Shape light beams!

Stop Motion Animation
How to get started making your own animated stop motion films!

MAY WE ALSO SUGGEST...

1/4" Screw with D-Ring - for
White LED Backlight Module
Swivel-Head Pen Tilt (PTZ)

1/4" to 1/4" Screw Adapter -
White LED Backlight Module
Camera and Tripod 3/8" to

White LED Backlight Module
Camera Show Mount/
Pinomori OctoCam - Pi Zero
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